The California Dental Association (CDA) had its annual southern meeting in Anaheim, Calif. on May 14–16. The very successful meeting was facilitated by the spacious and plentiful facilities of the convention center.

The CDA presented a multitude of educational courses, including practical "hands-on" lectures, which were all very well attended.

The commercial booths were a delight, both from the participants’ and the exhibitors’ points of view. Course times were staggered, allowing for a constant flow of participants on the commercial floors, and avoiding mad rushes and bunched-up crowds of participants. Also adding to the comfort and enjoyment was the presence of wide aisles in the commercial areas.

The highlight of the meeting for me was the appearance of “The Greatest,” Wayne Gretsky. He was at the Glove Club booth, meeting and speaking with the attendees. Gretsky is truly one of the great athletes, the finest hockey player of all time, was much taller than I had thought, and humble to boot. He even signed pucks for all who requested it.

He regaled me with conversations about his career and his personal relationship with dentistry. Interestingly, it appears that most hockey players eventually seem to need dentistry, especially when their playing careers are over. Gretsky truly sets an example, both in leadership and class.

The CDA has dedicated an area called “The SPOT,” and equipped it with comfortable couches, chairs, conversational areas and work cubicles and tables with electrical outlets for computers and cell phones.

The CDA also cleverly arranged for educational presentations and hands-on courses around The Spot. As described by Dr. Rick Roun-